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There has been a big buzz and rightly so in recent months
about the passing of Texas House Bill #483, signed in summer
2015 by Governor Greg Abbott, to create a precious metals
based bank sponsored by the State of Texas. This
presentation will be brief and interested parties are strongly
urged to carefully read the detailed sequel to be released in
one week. We will present some issues and suggestions here
in a very condensed manner; a full grasp can only be had by
reading the detailed sequel. “Skimming over” is not reading!
Ask any attorney if he got his law degree that way! We will
encourage reading the very important sequel by not providing
any documentation such as hyperlinks here---those you will
find in profusion in the impending sequel or Master
Presentation with 60 images! Minor changes will be made
after we know who took the White House, and God forbid
that gun grabbing chicken headed vaccine pusher moves in
with her “HELL 666” agenda!

I have no goal to talk the Bullion Depository down; rather, to
cull the dross out of the situation! Who wants roaches in the
cornmeal? If you thought everything was flashing green
lights, I regret to describe otherwise. There is work to be
done and all interested Texans and metals longs elsewhere
should get busy once informed of the deplorable hitches in
this development.

Point number One is that the Texas gold stored at HSBC Bank
in New York is gold specific to the University of Texas
Investment Management Company (UTIMCO) and it isn’t gold
owned by any general State fund that could be used for
miscellaneous purposes. HSBC Bank has the dirtiest history of
any bank in the world, beginning with opium for silver in
China. Naturally a British bank would be the most horrible
considering their “God is an Englishman” attitude.

Point number Two is that UTIMCO management has gone on
record with the corrupt stance that they insist this gold hoard
remain linked to the COMEX system! We also notice that
UTIMCO isn’t obligated to place this gold in the new State

Depository! There are rattlesnakes under the covers, so to
speak.

Point number Three is that Texas HR #483 bans any precious
metals, especially gold, that enter the Bullion Depository,
from being used in any way with swaps, leasing, derivatives
and so on which is what we want to see; yet that is the exact
chicanery the COMEX gold system deals in; and therefore, I
submit that the UTIMCO management has set itself at
defiance against the intent of the Texas State Legislature and
the Governor of Texas! Not only defiance, but
insubordination! When in 1833 President Jackson ordered
Treasury Secretary Louis McLane to withdraw Federal funds
from the second United States Bank, McLane refused
Jackson’s lawful order and was removed from his post. His
replacement William Duane committed the same mutinous
affront against Jackson and was also removed. Finally after
appointing Roger Taney to Treasury Secretary, Taney
withdrew Federal funds from the British sponsored central
bank, calling it a “monster!” Texas needs officials in the State
capitol who won’t hesitate to clean out the stables, so to
speak. British allied financial forces are seeking to wreck the
intent of the Texas Bullion Depository just as they came here
is 1872 to slam us with the “Crime of ‘73.”

Point Number Four is therefore that any and all UTIMCO
officials who insist this gold remain connected to COMEX must
be ousted from their post, including as regents or trustees of
the University of Texas System! They are morally and
ethically unfit! Their loyalty is not to Texas, but to globalism
and funny money! People like this are obstructing the life’s
purposes of everyone long precious metals, and of everyone
who desires to see sound money restored. They are
defrauding mining shareholders of their true net worth, and
preventing mining companies from providing full employment
in their business! There is no reasonable conclusion but that
UTIMCO management intends the gold to be plundered,
ransacked and looted for more gold price suppression, to prop
up the trash the bastardized Federal Reserve spits out! They’ll
say the gold is still there when they’re waiting for more gold
to come in from mining to replace it! Meantime they’ll show
photos of other gold ingots without admitting there are
multiple claims on them in a sickening hyperleveraged daisy
chain of torturously convoluted derivatives spanning all
hemispheres in an blasphemous banking network of
boundless subversion.

Point Number Five is that several UTIMCO board members can
be shown definitely to have a globalist, elitist, internationalist,
interventionist, one-worlder, warmonger outlook; and that
one of them, while believing in firearm protection for himself,
very sinfully and heartlessly opposes the same protection for
some 231,000 students in the University of Texas System!
Dismal characteristics such as this constitute additional basis
for their prompt ouster! There are bad critters in the
woodwork! On August 1, 2016, a new Texas law, passed by
the State Legislature and signed by the Governor, allows
permit holders including students, to carry firearms on the
University of Texas at Austin campus. The chancellor of this
University, who is also a UTIMCO director, opposes this law
and in so doing has continued his defiance against the lawful
government of the State! This is a duplicitous man with
military awards for expertise in pistols and rifles! All things
are allowed for elitists; common folks must be severely
restricted!

Point Number Six regards self serving companies almost
certainly with ulterior motives offering to store this UTIMCO
gold in vaults far outside of Texas, be it New York, Delaware,
London, Singapore, Hong Kong or elsewhere; that this is a
brash attempt to nullify the basic goal of the legislation, that

gold and other precious metals be stored within the borders
of the great State of Texas! These tainted interests clamoring
to “help” Texas store the gold in the end represent no
improvement over the current shady and boundlessly dubious
HSBC storage, and constitute an arrogant view that Texas
lacks the proper “brain trust” to store precious metals; that
the State is incompetent in such business; this we find
outrageously insulting and deviously self-serving!
Additionally, there are unanswered questions as to the
trustworthiness of at least one of these major concerns!
Another has connections historically to major scale United
States gold manipulation over a century ago!

Point Number Seven regards private firms offering to perform
construction on some physical site in Texas. The identities of
these interests haven’t been made sufficiently public; and if
any be connected to New York interests or similar interests
elsewhere, a bubonic plague rat should definitely be smelled!

Point Number Eight is that the legislation’s author himself has
stated that an “outside firm” would be selected to manage
the Bullion Depository! Again this starts alarm bells ringing
and caution sirens blaring like an air raid! Will hopeful folks
and trusting souls be financially strafed once more? This

concept doesn’t match well with the idea that the State
Comptroller’s Office would have purview over the Depository!
He also stated that we’ll never get rid of the Federal Reserve!
That view is out of touch with the spirit of the legislation to
create a State Bullion Depository.

Point Number Nine is the inadequate level of legal protection
in the State of Texas regarding private property rights in
general. The environment in which the Texas Bullion
Depository is being born is a polluted environment in that
sense! As a specific, while the bill bars the Federal
government from seizing or nationalizing any and all precious
metals within the new Depository, the language of the bill
states “other than by an authority of this state,” not once but
twice! What’s the use of protection for citizens and
depositors against the DC government if there is not the same
protection against State government seizure? Nowhere in the
bill does it spell out that to have their metal seized, a person
or business must first be convicted by a jury of a felony!

Point Number Ten has to do with media jabs against the idea
of Texas having a gold bank based on Constitutional money,
and the same can be said of certain irksome and pesky
university professors who’ve derided the idea like ripped off

con men because their sponsors are from anti-gold forces. A
hack economist in D.C. moaned that moving the gold to Texas
would serve no useful purpose. Among his bosses I will show
include the head of HSBC, which is still storing the gold and
clearly wants no part of returning it; several Ex chairmen of
the Federal Reserve System; and Hillary backer Lynn Forester
De Rothschild! In 2000 Rothschild and his wife spent a night
in the Bill Clinton White House. A Hillary presidency would
work against every right we hold dear. I offer two jabs against
her (lampoon must sometimes be allowed) first from the
Beach Boys adapted from “Good Vibrations” and second
Kenny Rogers “Ruby Don’t Take Your Love to Town”--“I hate those grody clothes she wears--And the way the fan blows the sweat through her hair!”
---&--“She’s puking now cause I just heard the dropping of the
filth!”

Point Number Eleven features multiple suggestions for Texas
and elsewhere which, if enacted, will enhance the use of gold
and silver as money and also the security of private property
rights thereof. I’ve incorporated a suggestion into the report
that the State of Texas confiscate any and all bank buildings

and real estate of any megabanks forcing depositors to “bail
them in,” meaning, to involuntarily receive likely valueless
stock in exchange for being denied lawful demand deposits!
The State Legislature should also declare canceled, in such
bail-in event, all credit card and mortgage debt owed by Texas
residents to all such megabanks involved in any such bail-in.

Point Number Twelve has to do with the electrified satire by
which I characterize the questionable personalities described
in the Master Document to be released one week from today.
Don’t miss out; there will be many LOL moments and even
ROFL moments! Examples---

A) Even a flea bitten range bum with Red Man chewing
tobacco in his hip pocket from the 350,000 acre 6666 Ranch in
the Panhandle in West Texas could see the attempted fraud of
the forces working to influence the Texas Bullion Depository.
Even his horse on loco weed could see it! This chuck wagon
has to be cleaned up! No Tony Lama brand engraved West
Texas boots for undesirables!

B) The Houston Press, January 23, 2015, in a slimy editorial,
“Five Craziest Bills Already Filed With the Texas Legislature,” a

cheap hack writer named Dianna Wray (sick as a dog passing
peach pits) intimated that if Texas builds a gold bank, the
Federal government will invade Texas a second time; she also
made impudent buzzing sounds against the right to keep and
bear arms. Does she own any gold jewelry? She should store
it with a stolen goods fence! Even Pravda, the great Russian
news agency, spoke better of the Texas bill than this ersatz
Texas paper and their pitiful blowhard columnist who doesn’t
have the sense of a fruitcake from the famous Collin Street
Bakery in Corsicana.
Words from William Shakespeare apply to the shady financial
characters working 24/7 to redirect the intent for which the
Texas Bullion Depository Act was signed into law--“Tis now the witching time of night and hell itself breathes out
contagion to this world.”
I can imagine former Sweetwater, Texas resident Blackjack
Mulligan, released from the New York Jets for being too
rough, cracking a bullwhip in outrage over the insidious
efforts to neutralize the intended effects of the Bullion
Depository---

Please ask your favorite metals and freedom sites to link or
repost this intro and the Master Document to follow. No
editing or deleting please. Readers will be getting a free Ebook about 10 times longer than this document; you can set
time aside for several nights if you don’t want to read it
straight through. This isn’t research only, but an action plan
for assailing your legislators to do the right thing regardless of
which State you reside in because there are suggestions for all
states---including Mexican states and Canadian provinces.
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